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Thomas‘ words instantly froze the atmosphere, both offline and online. No one on the
live stream dared to say anything. Everyone was baffled, thinking that they had heard
wrongly.
Even Yannie, who was in his arms, thought so too.
She was rooted on the spot for a long time and was unable to believe what she was
hearing. She could not believe what was happening. Did Thomas truly know that she
had his child, or was he merely trying to help her?
“I–Impossible!”
Wendy was the first one to come to her senses. She rushed toward Thomas like a
lunatic as she incredulously hissed, “Thomas, are you mad? Is this worth it for a woman
like Yannie? Yannie could earn money for you, but I could do it too! Also, I‘ve been
fighting my way through the entertainment industry for many years! Many on the internet
wish for us to become a couple.
“As long as you‘re willing to work with me, and as long as you‘re willing to become an
onscreen couple with me, I know I‘ll earn more than Yannie ever will! “Why are you
ruining your reputation for a woman who had a child? She‘s given birth before, for
goodness‘ sake! Even if the child has died, the fact remains!
“You have a bright future going on for you, Thomas. Why do you want to get yourself
involved with a woman like that?!”
Every word that came out of Wendy‘s mouth was condescending to Yannie.
Yannie, in Thomas‘ arms, was stunned by Wendy‘s words. She bit her lip and almost
instinctively struggled. She wanted to break free from Thomas‘ hold, wanting nothing
more than to hide at that moment.
Wendy said was right; she was a terrible woman. Thomas did not need to get himself
involved just to help her.
However, Yannie‘s struggles were futile.
Thomas hugged her tightly as he stared at Wendy coldly. “Since when did I say that I‘m
only saying this to help her? I don‘t need you to teach me in what I do or say.”
Then, as if to prove his point, he immediately grabbed Yannie by the shoulders, turned
her around, and kissed her on the lips. This was Thomas‘ first kiss on screen…as was
Yannie‘s. With Wendy‘s camera facing them, Thomas grabbed Yannie‘s shoulder with
one hGhUe[‘{I while cupping the back of her head with the other. His kiss deepened,

and he showed no signs of stopping. Yannie never expected that Thomas would kiss
her at that moment. She was completely caught off guard and found herself submitting
to his dominance. Instantly, everyone watching the live stream burst into chaos.
This was the first time Wendy saw Thomas kissing another woman up close. She was
so furious that she clenched her fists tightly. How could this happen? How was this
possible?! She had been around Thomas for so many years! She had always wanted to
film a kissing scene with him, but Thomas would never shoot it. All of the intimate
actions were done with a body double!
The first time he shot an intimate scene with another woman was the shower gel
commercial a month or so ago, with Yannie!
At that moment, his first onscreen kiss was dedicated to Yannie, too! Wendy nearly lost
her mind in jealousy.
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Still, Wendy steeled herself from overreacting. “Thomas, you don‘t need to sacrifice
yourself like that! You…”
“You still don‘t believe me?” Thomas let go of Yannie, who was rather dizzy and lacking
oxygen, and smiled. “Will you only believe me when I show you my daughter with
Yannie?
“I‘m warning you: Yannie is my woman, and she has been since a year ago. She gave
birth to a child three months ago, yes, and she‘s also mine. Also, our child isn‘t dead.
Our child has been always under the care of Joshua Lynch and Luna. “If you don‘t
believe me, you can go and ask them!” Yannie, who was in his arms, stiffened upon
hearing what he said. She was unsure whether he knew about the matter a year ago or
if he was making it up to protect her.
She was not even sure, like what Thomas said, that Riley was their daughter. She was
not sure at all.
Yannie‘s mind was in a mess, so much so that she could not think. If Riley was her
daughter, what would happen to Luna? “Anything else that you wish to know?” Thomas
looked at Wendy coldly, the intensity matching his tone. “If I hear you spreading rumors
saying that our child has died or you trying to defame our relationship, you can wait for a
lawyer‘s letter, Ms. Fann.”
Then, he looked at the camera Wendy used to secretly film them. “This goes to anyone
else, of course. If they dare to continue spreading rumors about me and Yannie or
badmouth our children, I‘ll pursue this with the law,” declared Thomas.

Then, he took a deep breath and picked up his phone. “Come and kick this crazy
woman out of this building!”
At the same time, Wendy‘s facade finally broke. Biting her lip, she trembled in fury and
jealousy!
She had been by Thomas‘ side for so many years. She long knew about his temper and
character, and she knew he meant business with every word he had said. It was not to
save Yannie, nor was it for anything else.
He was seriously announcing his relationship with Yannie. Wendy bit her lip and looked
up with reluctance. “Thomas…why?”
Why?
Why, even after she had chased after him for so long, did he not once spare her a
glance?
Why, even after only knowing Yannie for a month, was he protecting her GfRe\,}M
caring for her so much?
“Why?” Thomas could not help but laugh at her words. He lowered her head and lifted
Yannie‘s chin with his long slender finger. His deep gaze looked at Yannie seriously.
“Because she‘s the mother of my child.
“Can you accept this reason, Ms. Fann?”
Wendy went berserk upon hearing what he said.
“Impossible! Impossible! Yannie‘s child is almost three months old. When I went to look
for Dr. Camila, I saw it myself. It‘s not fake! If Yannie‘s child is yours, that means you
should‘ve known her more than a year ago, but you‘ve only known her for a month!”
Upon hearing that, Yannie, who was in Thomas‘ arms, finally came to her senses.
She looked at Wendy in disbelief. “Ms. Fann… Dr. Camila was the one who gave you
information about me?”
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Wendy‘s expression twisted upon hearing Yannie‘s question, biting her lip as she did. “I
have no idea what you‘re talking about, Yannie. I don‘t know any Dr. Camila.”
Wendy‘s words were contradicting.

Yannie furrowed her brow. “But you just said that you saw my information from Dr.
Camila, Ms. Fann, and that my child should be three years old by now.” Wendy
panicked. She turned to look at Yannie, then at Thomas, who had his hands crossed
around his chest, eager to watch things unfold. She clenched her fists tightly.
“I said that I saw the documents from the news this morning. That‘s how I found out that
your child is already three months old! I don’t know any Dr. Camila!”
Yannie furrowed her brow at this response. She remembered that the news on the
internet that morning did expose the details of her previous stay in the hospital,
Wendy had always disliked her. It was not impossible for Wendy to pay more attention
to such news of hers.
At that thought, Yannie pursed her lips and looked at Wendy stiffly. “M–Maybe I was
wrong, Ms. Fann.”
Yannie felt that even if Wendy did not like her while she, in turn, did not like Wendy if
she was mistaken, she should still apologize. “I‘m sorry.” Wendy looked smug upon
hearing Yannie apologizing. “Why are you apologizing to her?” Looking at Yannie being
bullied, Thomas raised his eyebrows and said flatly, “You‘re not mistaken. She was the
one who privately contacted Dr. Camila and published the information of you giving birth
to a child.”
Thomas had already investigated this clearly when he left the mountain. He only did not
look for Wendy to settle the score or to expose her for it because they have worked
together for many years. However, he never expected that Wendy would take
advantage of it.
Yannie, the silly girl she was, even apologized to her!
If that was the case, he no longer needed to care for Wendy. He looked at Wendy
coldly. “I have proof.” Wendy‘s face paled miserably at his words. She knew that
Thomas would never joke about such a thing. If he said that he has proof, that meant he
truly did!
Beads of sweat appeared on Wendy‘s forehead.
Meanwhile, the comment section kicked off once more. It made sense why news about
Yannie giving birth to a child was spread all around the city. No wonder Wendy wanted
to suddenly live stream at that moment!
Wendy had long known about Yannie giving birth to a child. She was the one who
spread the news about Yannie to all the other media outlets.

At that moment, she was there to secretly film Thomas EeVc\“{K Yannie, only to bring
Yannie down! She was the epitome of manipulation! “Thomas, …” Wendy would not see
the comments on the internet. At that moment, the person she cared for the most was
Thomas.
“I was just…” She bit her lip and looked at Thomas with tears in her eyes. “I don‘t want
to lose you. What right does Yannie have? Why? I‘m clearly much better than her.
“You only knew her for a month, while we‘ve known each other for so many years! …”
“Wendy.”
Thomas looked at Wendy seriously. “I‘ve already answered all these questions of yours
before.
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“While it looks like I‘ve known Yannie for more than a month or so, we‘ve been together
for more than a year. For the past year, Yannie had been hiding from me, thinking that
she wasn‘t worthy of me and bore my child silently. It was also because of her and the
child that I came all the way to Merchant City.
“You said that you‘re no worse than Yannie. I admit that you are much better than
Yannie in many aspects, but…”
Thomas walked over to Yannie, who was still in a daze, and hugged her. He said
calmly,” Yannie has something that you don‘t.”
Dazed, Wendy looked at Thomas with confusion in her eyes. “What is it?”
Thomas smiled and gently touched the stretch marks on Yannie‘s belly. “She has this.”
His voice was charming and sincere. “This happened because she gave birth to my
child. This was proof of her sacrifice for me and my child.”
Thoma‘s words completely shattered Wendy‘s pride. Biting her lip, she tried to refute, to
come up with an argument when all of a sudden, her phone rang. This effectively cut off
the live stream.
The loud ring pulled Wendy back to reality. She bit her lip and looked at the screen on
her phone.
It was a foreign number.
She looked at Thomas, who was hugging Yannie, with resentment before turning
around to pick up the call.

“Ms. Fann.” The man‘s voice on the other end of the line was deep and pleasant.
“Joshua Lynch here.”
Joshua Lynch.
Hearing his name, Wendy furrowed her brow tightly. Although she had only followed
Thomas to Merchant City not long ago, she had heard of Joshua‘s name before.
He was the legendary president of the Lynch Group. In less than a year, he grew the
Lynch Group in Merchant City to be on par with the Larson Group. This man was so
brilliant that she did not dare to think about doing anything to him. Why would she
suddenly call her?
Wendy bit her lip. “Mr. Lynch, might I ask why are you calling me? You…”
“My men are waiting for you outside of Thomas‘ mansion.” Joshua’s voice was calm.
“Please head out. One of my men has something to say to you.” Wendy furrowed her
brow. “What do you mean, Mr. Lynch?” “You‘ll know about it once you head out.” He
said with a smile. “This is a good way for you to back down FcRd)–{L make a leave. Are
you still planning to go up against Thomas and Yannie in front of all the people on the
internet, unable to back down?”
Wendy bit her lip as she glanced at Thomas, who was still hugging Yannie, once more.
She refused to admit it, but…Joshua was right. If she was to stay, she would only
embarrass herself in front of Thomas and Yannie, and by then, she would only self–
destruct. Thomas was already clear on his stance on protecting Yannie. At that thought,
Wendy took a deep breath. “Thank you, Mr. Lynch.”
“No need to thank me. I‘m just doing what I should do.” Then, Joshua hung up.
Wendy took a deep breath and kept her phone. She coldly turned around to look at
Thomas.” Mr. Joshua Lynch is looking for me. I’ll leave.”
She quickly left without waiting for Thomas or Yannie to react. Looking at Wendy
leaving, Yannie asked, “Since when does she have anything to do with Mr. Lynch?”
“It‘s not her that has anything to do with Joshua.” Thomas narrowed his eyes. “It‘s you
and me that has something to do with him.”
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Yannie failed to catch Thomas‘ meaning. She furrowed her brow and turned to look at
him with confusion. Looking at her small face, Thomas found himself softening at the
sight. He sighed and reached out his hand, gently pinching her small nose. “Enough;
don‘t think about Wendy and Joshua. We have more important things to do.”

Yannie furrowed her brow. “And that is?” Thomas sighed. He lowered his gaze and
looked at Yannie, who was clad only in underwear in his arms.
At the thought of her petite body shown to the people on the internet, he could not help
but get furious. “Firstly, put on your clothes.”
Yannie shrieked in realization and quickly turned, burying herself under the sheets.
She was so wrapped up in defending herself against Wendy and her venomous
remarks that she completely forgot that she was only in lingerie!
When Thomas pointed it out, she instantly blushed.
She bit her lip. “I…I didn‘t want this to happen, but when I woke up, I realized that I was
locked in your bedroom. I wanted to find some clothes, but your bedroom was too clean.
There isn‘t even a single set of clothes!”
Hearing what Yannie said, Thomas could not help but reach out and massaged his
throbbing glabella. He entered the room and immediately pressed a button on the wall.
Instantly, the wall opened up and in it was a huge walk–in closet. He entered and
scanned around before fishing out a set of new women‘s clothes from the corner. “Make
do with this for now.”
Yannie was so shocked by what was happening in front of her that she was speechless.
She was previously lamenting the fact that Thomas did not have a closet in his
bedroom. She never thought that he would have a hidden closet!
As if reading her mind, Thomas could not help but sigh. “I am a celebrity, after all,” he
spoke. “I get followed and taken pictures of every day. Do you think that I won‘t even
have a closet at home?”
Yannie blushed even more. She accepted the clothes from him and unwrapped the
packaging. It was a set of new women‘s clothes in light green: a skirt GgPh)!}L a white
bubble–sleeve top.
Yannie put on the clothes under the sheets while looking at Thomas. “Why do you have
women‘s clothes at home?“.
Thomas was silent for a while. “I prepared this for Riley‘s mother.” Yannie was taken
aback for a moment. Thomas…prepared it for Riley‘s mother to wear? Was he even
talking about the infant Riley
that she knew?
At the mention of that, Yannie suddenly thought back to what Thomas said to Wendy
previously, that they had a child under the care of Joshua and Luna.

That meant that…he knew Riley existed.
Thus, the Riley he was referring to was the Riley she knew!
At the thought of that, Yannie furrowed her brow. “You prepared this for Luna?”
Upon hearing Yannie mentioning Luna, Thomas furrowed his brow tightly. “All this while,
you‘ve been visiting Riley quite frequently. How do you not know that Riley isn‘t Luna‘s
daughter?”
Yannie pursed her lips. She did know this, but she did not know why when Thomas
mentioned Riley‘s mother, the first person she thought of was Luna.
Yannie was silent for a while. In the end, she changed her clothes and got out of bed.
“Then, do you know who Riley’s biological mother is?” Thomas furrowed his brow. He
wanted to reply to her, but he saw how she looked in those clothes.

